
Austin Promise Zone Narrative 

Section III – Selection Criteria 

Greater Austin is a region defined by stunning growth, and many attributes that have 

led to top rankings on national “best cities” lists. Unfortunately, our history also includes a story 

typical of many American cities: slavery followed by legally-enforced racial inequalities that 

resulted in huge disparities between Austin’s more affluent populations and those living in 

critical states of poverty. Past land use planning contributed to the divide within Austin. The 

City of Austin’s 1928 “A City Plan for Austin Texas,” strongly reinforced racial segregation by 

designating an official “negro district” in East Austin. Over time, the population shifted to 

include a large percent of Hispanic citizens and refugees, many with English as a second 

language, and recent revitalization efforts in Austin’s inner-core have caused East Austin’s low-

income populations to migrate further South, East and North, resulting in a visual pattern 

referred to as the “Crescent of Poverty,” which is the area of focus for the proposed Austin 

Promise Zone (APZ) initiative, seen in the attached Proposed Promise Zone map. The APZ is 

challenged by significant need, as evidenced by the following data from the 2010 Census, 

2011/2013 ACS and HUD Mapping Tool: 

1. An overall poverty rate of 34.94% across the 43 APZ census tracts, which included 

189,614 (24%) of Austin’s 790,390 residents (Census 2010). In the most impoverished 

APZ census tract, two-thirds (65.80%) of residents live in poverty.  

2. The APZ includes some of Austin’s most violent sectors. The area’s Part I violent crime 

rate per 1,000 residents was 66.3 in 2013, compared to the City’s rate of 52.1, and the 



attached map titled Proposed Promise Zone: Index I Crimes 2011-2013 Densities shows 

how all the areas crime “hot spots” fall within APZ areas.  

3. The APZ employment rate is 90.01%, compared to the City at 95.8%. Further, in Travis 

County, there are an estimated 11,000 “opportunity youth” (ages 16-24; insufficiently 

connected to work and/or school), many of whom live in Austin’s low-income areas. 

Over 6,000 of these students attended school in Central Texas, and of these, 58% 

completed their high school diploma or received a GED, 40% left during or before 9th 

grade and over 75% are African American or Hispanic (Source: Austin Opportunity Youth 

Collaborative 2014 Strategic Plan). 

4. There are 74,428 housing units in the APZ; the long-term vacancy rate is 5.43%, over 

two times higher than the City’s rate of 2.20%. Factors contributing to increased vacancy 

rates include the outward migration of East Austin’s low-income residents due to 

revitalization of the Central Austin business district. This process involved the building of 

high-cost residential options and increases in property taxes, causing low-income 

families to move to lower-cost residential areas further east and north of Austin’s 

central core. 

Together, these issues are causing the “suburbanization of poverty,” a dynamic that is creating 

tension for low-income families forced to move away from Austin’s inner-core and become 

more detached from the vital resources, such as community health centers, grocery stores, job 

sites, neighborhood schools, public libraries, recreational outlets and affordable transportation 

systems. To overcome the complex challenges created by Austin’s historical legacy, unforeseen 

rapid growth, and suburbanization of poverty, the City of Austin developed the Imagine Austin 



vision and comprehensive plan with the input of thousands of residents. Imagine Austin 

describes the Austin we aspire to be in 2039, the 200th anniversary of the city’s founding: a city 

of “complete communities” that is natural and sustainable, prosperous, livable, mobile and 

interconnected, educated, creative, and which values and respects all Austinites. Imagine 

Austin and APZ goals and activities are aligned as described in the attached City support letter. 

Section IV – Part A: Needs and Assets Assessment 

The cycle of poverty creates a myriad of complex, interrelated issues that influence 

community revitalization efforts and is the backdrop for the following assessment of need. True 

need can be determined only after examining issues along with existing community assets, and 

the following information provides both so that we can begin to understand community 

strengths already at work, as well as gaps to be addressed. 

Issue/Need (Goal 1): Poverty among APZ families is largely driven by high rates of 

unemployment and underemployment. As illustrated by the attached Skills Gap pie charts, 

Austin is faced with a daunting skills gap, with 32% of jobs in computer and technical fields 

going unfilled, and this issue is intensified by the ‘aspiration gap’ reflected through 2012 high 

school senior surveys, which convey that only 4% of seniors aspire to fill these positions. 

Assets (Goal 1): The Austin Chamber of Commerce Education Progress Report Task Force is the 

largest regional collaboration of its kind and works to address the issues of college/career 

readiness, FAFSA (Free Application for Federal Student Aid) and college completion to address 

workforce gaps. The Austin Opportunity Youth Collaborative (AOYC) is a consortium of Travis 

County/Austin-area community groups that works to reconnect opportunity youth by removing 

barriers, connecting systems, and building effective education and employment pathways. 



Issue/Need (Goal 2): Austin’s population is 7.4% African-American and 34.0% Hispanic. 

However, only 3.9% of Austin businesses are owned by African Americans and 13.1% are owned 

by Hispanics (Sources: U.S. Census Bureau, 2013 American Community Survey and 2007 

Economic Census) 

Asset (Goal 2): The City of Austin Small & Minority Business Resources (SMBR) department is 

responsible for the implementation of the certification process for minority- and women-

owned businesses and offers monthly workshops, construction plans, surety bonding 

counseling, and access and assistance to trade association membership so that small businesses 

are better prepared to bid on contracting opportunities. The Greater Austin Hispanic Chamber 

of Commerce and Capital City African American Chamber of Commerce represent active 

networks that specifically support the needs of Hispanic and African American business owners. 

Issue/Need (Goal 3): AISD enrollment in 2013-14 was 85,014 – 60% Hispanic, 8.2% African 

American, 25.4% White, 6.4% Other, 27% Limited English Proficiency (LEP), 61.2% Economically 

Disadvantaged, and 9.9% Special Education (SpEd). Ten campuses required improvement 

according to state accountability standards (Source: Dept. of Campus & District Accountability) 

and three Title I campuses from Manor ISD (neighboring AISD to the east) also fall within Austin 

city limits and are included in this proposal. From 2003 to 2012, AISD’s postsecondary 

enrollment rate increased from 58% to 64%. However, of the Class of 2012 students who 

intended to attend college, 7% did not apply, 36% did not complete the FAFSA and 24% did not 

enroll. Of the 2011 graduates who enrolled in college, only 69% were still enrolled in the Spring 

2012 semester (Source:  Postsecondary Enrollment for 2012 Graduates, AISD Dept. of Research 

and Evaluation), and a 2013 E3 Alliance analysis of longitudinal data from UT Austin Educational 



Research Center recently revealed that only one in 10 low-income Central Texas students 

complete college within six years of high school graduation. 

Assets (Goal 3): A number of education-focused coalitions and comprehensive strategic plans 

such as Success By 6/School Readiness Action Plan (SRAP), AISD Literacy Action Plan (LAP), E3 

Alliance/Blueprint for Educational Change, Chamber of Commerce, AOYC, Central Texas 

Afterschool Network (CTAN), Central Texas Ready By 21 Coalition and others, each easily 

composed of over 50 school and community stakeholder representatives, engage in system-

wide efforts to address the holistic needs of children, youth and young adults as they progress 

along the educational pipeline. 

Issue/Need (Goal 4): Public safety, both actual and perceived, is a significant issue in the APZ, 

particularly within the hot spots illustrated in the attached crime density map. The APZ violent 

crime rate was two times greater than the rate for the City in 2013 (2013 ACS). 

Assets (Goal 4):  The state-funded 78744 Community Youth Development Program provides an 

array of juvenile delinquency prevention services to support families and enhance the positive 

development of youth in the Dove Springs area (southern portion of APZ) and includes a Youth 

Advisory Committee made up of youth between the ages of 11-17 who live or attend school in 

the 78744 area and engage in leadership and outreach activities to ensure a youth perspective 

regarding the effectiveness of programs in meeting identified needs and gaps in services. The 

Restore Rundberg Revitalization Team (RRRT) is a collaborative group including UT Austin’s 

Division of Diversity and Community Engagement, Austin Police Department (APD), 

neighborhood associations and other community stakeholders, focused on crime reduction and 

community restoration in the northwest hot-spot areas of the attached crime density map. 



Issue/Need (Goal 5): In Travis County, the number of residents who speak a language other 

than English has grown by 39% from 2000 to 2012. Most refugee families served by AISD in 

2013-14 reside in the APZ and speak a range of languages, the most prominent of which are 

Burmese, Iraqi, Arabic, Vietnamese, Nepali, and languages of Africa. The language barrier has 

caused great strain for agencies providing school- or community-based mental/behavioral 

health counseling services to non-English speaking clients, particularly in times of crisis. Further, 

according to the annual Student Health Services report, AISD nurses documented 518,117 

direct health contacts for the 2013-14 school year, including 250,066 illness/injury contacts 

with 27,894 dismissed due to illness or injury, totaling an estimated $808,926 in lost revenue 

based on an average daily attendance revenue rate of $29 per student per day. According to a 

recent E-3 Alliance study, 48% of documented absences in Central Texas are due to acute 

illness. Finally, childhood obesity and hunger are issues related to proper nutrition. According 

to the Capital Area Food Bank, hunger is an issue for more than 1 in 6 Central Texans and nearly 

1 in 4 Central Texas children, and the attached map from Childrens’ Optimal Health illustrates 

the higher concentrations of students with high body mass index (BMI) in the APZ. 

Assets (Goal 5):  A few APZ place-based initiatives, the St. John Community-School Alliance 

(SJCSA), the Dove Springs Community-School Alliance (DSCSA), the Central East Austin 

Community-School Alliance (CEACSA) and GO! Austin / VAMOS! Austin (GAVA), focus 

intentionally on the health of students and families as part of a continuum of care that supports 

ultimate educational attainment through an evidence-based Full Service Community Schools 

approach to coordination. The Dell Medical School at The University of Texas at Austin is 

scheduled to open to the first class of 50 students in the summer of 2016. Beyond its impact on 



the health professions, a doctoral program in medicine will catalyze the development of new 

interdisciplinary activities, inventions, and fields with both scientific importance and real-world 

application to clinical and community problems.   

Issue/Need (Goal 6): Austin currently has a gap in affordable rental housing of 48,000 units 

(defined as those units affordable to households making less than $25,000 a year, which 

constitute 33% of all renters), and a particularly tight market for renters earning less than 

$35,000 per year who wish to become homeowners.  46% of all renters in Austin earn less than 

$35,000 per year but only 9% of homes on the market are affordable to them. With 

approximately 2,000 homeless individuals in Austin, and a quarter of that population without 

any appropriate shelter or housing on any given night, it is imperative that we continue to 

connect those experiencing homelessness and those at risk of homelessness with the support 

services needed to address the issues that serve as barriers to housing. In order to make 

housing truly affordable and to connect those living in affordable housing with jobs, recreation, 

and support services, it is essential that affordable transportation options be both available and 

convenient (within ½ mile distance of housing, offices, retail, and open spaces).  Alternative 

transportation, or walking, biking and using public transit, can save households thousands of 

dollars every year (Source: American Public Transportation Association, 2014) 

Assets (Goal 6):  Through ProjectConnect, a partnership between Central Texas transportation 

agencies aimed at implementing the high-capacity transit component of the CAMPO2035 Plan, 

the City and Capital Metro have already taken steps to create a safe, efficient, cost-effective 

and sustainable roadway, bikeway, walkway and transit system in Austin and has organized and 

facilitated regional efforts to achieve the third goal of the City’s Community Health Assessment 



and Implementation Plan (CHA/CHIP): “Local and regional stakeholders will collaboratively 

increase accessibility to community resources via safe, active transportation.” In 2010, Capital 

Metro began operating a 32-mile long MetroRail service between a northwest suburb and 

downtown Austin, and approximately two of the nine MetroRail stations are located in 

neighborhoods within the Promise Zone planning area. 

Section IV – Part B: Promise Zone Plan 

 Austin’s “next level” for community revitalization is beyond the scope of any one 

specific neighborhood collaboration, but rather connecting systemically across all these existing 

initiatives to develop one cohesive network and plan to strengthen existing efforts by focusing 

intensely on a specific set of goals and activities that will connect and bolster the effectiveness 

of all these efforts for greater impact across all of Austin’s low-income zones. The Promise Zone 

designation would be invaluable in allowing the Austin community to approach community 

revitalization from a unified, regional, systemic perspective and accomplish collectively what no 

single coalition or place-based effort can accomplish alone. Our plan consists of three main 

strategies that we believe will positively transform communities across the entire APZ region. 

Strategy 1: Support, coordinate and connect existing place-based initiatives 

 The APZ initiative will be spearheaded by a steering committee structure consisting of 

representatives from each implementation partner agency and place-based initiative, 

AmeriCorps VISTAs, and systems, providers and community representatives. In the first year of 

implementation, this committee will assign subcommittees and recruit participants as 

necessary to research, develop, implement and analyze results of a place-based initiative 

assessment which would align directly with the APZ goals and subgoals and help us understand 



strengths, opportunities for sharing and replication, and opportunities for growth, connection, 

synergies and efficiencies to be achieved. For example, certain place-based initiatives may be 

more focused – or led primarily by agencies focused on – addressing crime or affordable 

housing, less emphasis or expertise in education, transportation or job creation. A thorough 

assessment aligned with APZ goals will reveal areas where we can pull from strengths of 

partner agencies, leverage existing policy or assets, or work collaboratively to secure additional 

resources (financial and in-kind) to fill gaps and optimize the efforts of each individual place-

based initiative, so that ultimately, we maximize outcomes achieved. After an assessment tool 

and implementation plan is created, contributing representatives will mobilize to carry out the 

implementation plan, synthesize the results of the each assessment, and begin the work of 

connecting each initiative to existing assets or multi-year planning for resource development 

appropriate to each initiative’s needs. Additionally, the Community Advancement Network 

(CAN), per its attached support letter, will partner with APZ stakeholders to connect place-

based efforts, offer grassroots leadership training and conduct food security and cultural 

competency forums to bolster place-based efforts in the APZ. 

Strategy 2: Support, coordinate and connect system-building initiatives 

 A wide spread of system-building collaborations continue to take root and grow in the 

Austin area, and while each of these initiatives represent significant effort toward improved 

coordination toward positive outcomes, we now run the risk of creating “system silos” in which 

data sharing, coordination, funding, policy and interventions are discussed in the light of one 

particular issue or population, yet often do not connect with other system building efforts that 

are often working with the same individuals and communities. Issue- or population-specific 



focus is valuable, but without proper connection across these systemic initiatives, agencies and 

coalitions may still be duplicating, competing or missing vital opportunities for improved 

coordination across groups to better serve individuals and families from the community. To 

organize the “messy world” of services and coalition, the APZ initiative will utilize a holistic 

framework developed by over 100 individuals from over 60 agencies across Central Texas, 

which organizes outcomes and indicators into four overarching areas of individual development 

(academic/workforce, physical health/safety, social and emotional health/safety, and 

social/civic engagement) and six key developmental stages: early childhood (ages 0-5), 

elementary age (6-10), middle school (11-14), high school (15-19), post-secondary (20-24) and 

adulthood (25 and up). This framework will be used to organize efforts toward outcomes for 

APZ Goals 1-5, with Goal 6 efforts (pertaining to affordable housing and transportation) working 

integrally to address and develop the infrastructure that enables family stability and 

empowerment to engage in activities necessary for economic opportunity, education and 

healthy life balance. With this framework as a guiding light, and since education is the primary 

factor influencing workforce success and community trends, the APZ initiative will focus on 

connecting the following system-building initiatives which span three key segments of the 

educational/workforce pipeline: 

1. Success By 6 / School Readiness Action Plan (early childhood) – a public/private sector 

effort to ensure that school readiness becomes and remains a top priority and that 

children enter kindergarten school-ready. 



2. E3 Alliance / Blueprint for Educational Change (K-12) – a regional, data-driven education 

collaborative that acts as a catalyst for change, working to break-down barriers and 

build better alignment across the education continuum. 

3. Out-of-School Time Consortium (K-12) – a collaborative of systems, government, non-

profit, community, funder and statewide network representatives working toward 

improved systemic coordination to ensure all young people in Central Texas have access 

to high-quality expanded learning opportunities. 

4. Austin Opportunity Youth Collaborative (post-secondary) – a consortium of community 

groups working to remove barriers and connect systems and policy for effective re-

engagement of young adults into productive, viable career pathways that meet local 

workforce needs. 

Each of these system-building groups bring together an expansive network of relevant and 

interrelated stakeholders under a collective impact model and align their efforts with the 

proposed APZ framework, thus there are strategic links that already exists between these 

efforts and offer opportunity for collaboration and connection across the entire developmental 

continuum. However, data is not currently shared or transferred between the respective 

segments of the continuum – or between in-school and out-of-school systems – in a way that 

allows us to seamlessly track the educational or developmental activity and progress of any one 

individual or group. By connecting the efforts of these four key consortia and the additional 

stakeholders involved through the APZ initiative, we intend to unite agencies and initiatives into 

a cohesive network that will enable connection of data-sharing systems, expertise, resources 

and strategy so that our efforts are mutually reinforcing and can efficiently track success 



toward community-wide outcomes. Although connections are already being made, the first 

pivotal action step in 2015, which would be strengthened by the energy created through a 

Promise Zone designation, will be to conduct a summit led jointly by the Central Texas Ready By 

21 Coalition and CAN to convene all known system-building initiatives and determine collective 

desire and next steps toward building a common agenda and work plan tied to the APZ 

initiative and aligned with its goals. 

Strategy 3: Agree on shared APZ outcomes and develop data-sharing processes and systems to 

track and share progress toward APZ outcomes 

 Partner agencies and coalitions in Austin have made great strides in their ability to share 

and channel data, yet many inefficiencies and barriers continue to present challenges in 

measuring progress toward collective goals. Challenges include: providers having to enter data 

into multiple systems because the systems are not interoperable; multiple unilateral data-

sharing agreements between agencies due to distinctions in program/contractual needs; no or 

little ability to transfer data from early childhood to K-12 systems, and from K-12 to post-

secondary systems; FERPA and Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) 

confidentiality requirements limit data-sharing capabilities; inability to obtain unduplicated 

counts of individuals or families receiving multiple services; complexities and costs associated 

with impact evaluation and research design; and funding or resources to develop, govern and 

sustain processes associated with effective data-sharing. One key focus of the APZ initiative 

would be to address these barriers and form data-sharing connections and capabilities at the 

highest levels between the various entities working with families and individual community 

members. This may involve breakthroughs such as multi-laterals data sharing agreements, 



establishment of a data intermediary structure, technology development and process and 

policy improvements that lead to more effective data-sharing while maintaining compliance 

with regulatory bodies and upholding ethical considerations such as ensuring families truly 

understand how their personal data is shared and related implications. 

 In regard to data, it is estimated that Year 1 of APZ implementation would be spent 

achieving consensus around shared metrics and outcomes and associated processes, timelines, 

roles, agreements, shared accountability, governance and policy actions to be implemented to 

enable measurement of APZ success, and a work plan would be developed for the 

recommended technology build-out or necessary actions toward system interoperability. In 

Year 2, the work plan would be presented to local leaders for buy-in, resource commitments 

would be sought and secured, and data-sharing agreements would be processed to enable 

sharing within the parameters of existing systems. Subsequent years would be spent enacting 

any approved plans toward technology interoperability and continuously improving systems 

and processes for data sharing. 

 In addition to data related to community members served, operational data will be used 

to gauge adherence to and success of the APZ work plan in accomplishing specific actions 

within projected timelines. Partners will hold each other accountable for progress toward goals, 

and the steering committee will review progress updates at regularly scheduled meetings to 

monitor incremental progress toward work plan goals. Every effort will be made to support and 

equip all relevant partners with information, training and resources needed to enable success; 

however, the steering committee may determine if further action, such as termination of 



contracts/agreements, is necessary to ensure a partner does not chronically impede progress 

toward collective goals. 

 APZ goals are interconnected in many ways, and goal-focused teams created under this 

initiative will necessarily cross-collaborate. For instance, transportation agencies may work with 

the out-of-school time consortium, job creation and education teams to develop transit 

solutions that enable opportunity youth to access out-of-school time workforce development 

training at a particular technology facility so participants can receive certifications toward jobs 

in manufacturing fields. This type of activity could also connect to policy, such Texas House Bill 

5 requirements for school district support within the Business and Industry endorsement 

(career field) area, and/or House Bill 1137 which allows districts to serve students up to age 26 

and still be reimbursed for their daily attendance, and/or local workforce board policy that 

offers child care for parents who face special barriers and are enrolled in its employment 

training services. Alignment of APZ goals with existing policy and regional strategic plans such 

as Imagine Austin, SRAP, CHA/CHIP, the Capital Area Workforce Board and others ensures that 

we are maximizing synergies between APZ stakeholders and community members. 

Section IV – Part C: Promise Zone Sustainability and Financial Feasibility 

Implementation and support partners will work with public and private agencies, 

philanthropic organizations, businesses, cultural entities and many community members to 

gather and leverage the resources needed to support the financial sustainability of the APZ 

plan, and build community support for and involvement in implementation. Known direct 

financial need for each goal is stated in the corresponding section of each Goal and Activity 

Template.  



Because the area to be covered is so expansive, and more information about need for 

additional resources can only be accurately compiled after conducting the assessments and gap 

analysis of each place-based initiative (plan for Year 1 of APZ implementation) and collaborative 

planning processes concerning data sharing and systemic needs – or even after data 

interoperability efforts have made sufficient gains to produce better information about existing 

distribution of funding/resources and services in relation to need – it is virtually impossible to 

determine or even estimate overall financial need for the APZ initiative efforts at this time. 

Because we are committed to authentic collective impact process, we know that more accurate 

information about monetary need to support existing and planned efforts will emerge as 

stakeholders develop consensus, strategic gap analysis and shared action plans. The strength of 

collaborative planning efforts involving the right stakeholders is that the very stakeholders 

agreeing on plans are often able to assist in securing the necessary resources to support any 

shared plan, and through such a process, the need for external funding is minimized. Although 

such planning processes take more time and effort, collective buy-in and minimization of 

funding sought as a result of the collaborative process sets up community-wide efforts for long-

term resource commitment with less of a fundraising burden (i.e., if you don’t build an empire, 

you don’t have to sustain an empire), which greatly increases chances for sustainability. 

Once actual resource needs have been established through the APZ collaborative 

process, we are confident that the strength of our partners’ fundraising capabilities will allow 

APZ efforts to sustain over time. Three APZ implementation partners (United Way, City and 

County) are also funders with expansive networks of influence. HACA recently obtained a 

Choice Neighborhoods planning grant, raised an additional $300,000 to support this effort. 



AISD’s Office of Innovation and Development (OID) was established in 2011 to provide 

fundraising support to the district and its 128 campuses, and is implementing innovative new 

fundraising strategies and working toward more strategic resource allocation across the district. 

Additionally, all five agencies enjoy strong partnerships with a long list of local and national 

funders as well as other local agencies with substantial resources that can be leveraged in our 

collective efforts toward crucial outcomes for students and community members. Because of 

their organizational depth, public recognition and strong financial capacities, the APZ 

implementation can further strengthen their ability to secure funding to support APZ efforts 

through collaborative funding efforts that may be able to fund multiple projects – or unified 

projects involving more than one APZ goal area – at one time. 

The Out-of-School Time (OST) Consortium is a current example of the effectiveness of 

collaborative efforts toward systemic coordination that have led to sustainability. Due to this 

group’s system-building work, OST programs at a majority of 54 Central Texas sites where 21st 

Century Community Learning Centers funding ended in 2014 (collective loss of over $5 million) 

have been or will be sustained in some form, with all 10 of AISD’s sites sustained through 

$560,000 in contributed funds. Through strategic partnering and community engagement, 

other collaborative efforts such as SRAP and place-based initiatives are achieving similar results. 

The Promise Zone designation will bolster efforts to secure additional funds by: (1) 

energizing and motivating community stakeholders through public recognition; (2) bringing 

together partners to create synergies between agencies that have not traditionally worked 

together; (3) providing AmeriCorps VISTAs to assist with corporate engagement, partnership 

and data-related strategies that will help cultivate potential funding opportunities and result in 



better data to prove effectiveness of strategies implemented; and (4) providing technical 

assistance and competitive preference for federal funding opportunities. 

Section V – Part A: Partnership Structure 

 Each place-based initiative in the APZ engages community residents as an active voice in 

developing any long-term plans for a given community. At least two representatives (one 

resident and one key agency representative) from each place-based initiative will be invited to 

serve on the APZ steering committee, along with at least one representative from each 

implementation partner (more if multiple departments are significantly engaged), AmeriCorps 

VISTAs supporting the APZ work, and additional key stakeholders from agencies and coalitions 

that serve a pivotal role in carrying out APZ work, such as Manor ISD which has three schools 

within the APZ boundaries. The attached MOU describes each implementation partner’s role in 

assigning liaisons to act as points of contact for inquiries, activities and reporting related to 

specific APZ goals. Although AISD will act as a lead partner for facilitating APZ work forward, the 

other implementation partners will share responsibility for convening meetings and leading 

various projects based on their strength and capacity in specific areas. The APZ steering 

committee will make collaborative decisions primarily through consensus, but if consensus 

cannot be achieved, decisions will be made by voting or consultation methods. The following 

diagram depicts the APZ partnership structure. Dual arrows between stakeholder categories 

indicates two-way communications (input flows to and from all stakeholders, with mutual 

respect for all points of view) and shared accountability at all levels. 
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AmeriCorps VISTAs will be assigned specific roles based on function, such a data, 

corporate engagement, marketing/communications, etc., to capitalize on individual strengths. 

Current APZ stakeholders have agreed that VISTAs should share a single office location rather 

than split up between agencies, so they can work as a team and report to a single supervisor. 

HACA may be best suited to provide facilities for the team of VISTAs; discussions and decisions 

will be solidified upon notice that Austin has been awarded the Promise Zone designation. 

Section V – Part B: Capacity of Lead Applicant 

AISD is a state-accredited public education agency with a $969 million annual budget. 

The district educates 87,000 students at 129 campuses, and 85% of AISD schools exceed 

education standards established by the State of Texas. AISD has effectively managed federal 

many successful multi-million-dollar grants and has a bond rating of AAA. In partnership with a 

long list of community stakeholders, including parents and students, AISD has successfully 

executed city-wide strategic plans to achieve targeted outcomes, evidenced by graduation rates 

that have reached an all-time high of 84.1% for the Class of 2013, which is a 1.6% increase from 

the previous year and nearly a 10% gain during the past five years – with increases for all ethnic 

groups, English language learners, economically disadvantaged and special education students 

– according to the Texas Education Agency's new report on graduation and completion rates. 

This is a tribute to increased community partnerships as part of the district’s Whole Child, Every 

Child strategic plan, which organizes effort toward measurable outcomes across the holistic 

Ready By 21 Framework for child and youth well-being. This has included community 

revitalization efforts such as the transformation of the St. John neighborhood, which helped 

saved two of its schools from closure, raised the graduation rate at Reagan HS from 48% to 85% 



(and school enrollment from just over 600 to nearly 1,300), resulted in the building of a new 

school, library and community center, and reduced neighborhood crime and the mobility rate 

at Webb MS from 35% to 25%. AISD is also an active partner in all APZ place-based initiatives 

and is implementing the evidence-based Full Service Community Schools model at several high-

need campuses in partnership with Austin Voices for Education and Youth and United Way.  

Additionally, AISD’s Office of Innovation and Development (OID) created a permanent 

partnership position with dedicated local funds in Fall 2013 to act as a central point of contact 

for partners, who developing systems and processes for partnerships and leading the APZ 

initiative. Further, OID has been spearheading innovative funding strategies to capture more 

private investments, such as endowments for partner programs, receipt of over $2 million in 

private donations to build an Applied Technology Center, and unprecedented sponsorship 

campaigns to attract millions of new dollars from businesses and private donors. 

Section V – Part C: Capacity of Implementation Partner Organizations 

The City of Austin is a AAA-rated municipality with a $3.3 billion annual budget and $4.5 

billion in net assets. The City’s budget includes $37 million in grants from Federal, State and 

other sources. The City has primary responsibility for public safety, infrastructure, utilities, 

sanitation and social services. The City is experienced and proactive in economic development, 

job creation and urban regeneration. The City’s Economic Development Department has 

negotiated and managed a portfolio of over $3 billion in large-scale public-private urban 

regeneration projects that are either completed or in-progress, including the redevelopment of 

Austin’s former airport, the 700-acre Master Planned Mueller Urban Village, which currently 

has 1.5 million square feet of commercial, retail, and institutional space along with 3,550 



residents, 46 employers, and 3,550 jobs.  Other successful regeneration projects completed or 

underway include the $300 million 2nd Street Revitalization project; $540 million Green Water 

Treatment Project, being redeveloped by Trammel Crow on the Colorado River; the $120 

million adaptive reuse of the 1930’s art-deco Seaholm Power Plant; the $100 million Triangle 

Redevelopment Project; and, the $180 million Domain Redevelopment Project. Related to the 

APZ initiative, the City NHCD department has been implementing a place-based planning 

initiative in Colony Park through a HUD Challenge Grant in partnership with the University of 

Texas at Austin, and the Austin Police Department also partners with UT Austin in implementing 

a Byrne Criminal Justice grant focusing on crime reduction and community improvement in the 

Restore Rundberg geographical zone.  

 Travis County enjoys a strong tax base and has a total budget of $910,988,941 in FY 

2015. The County has been a steady, long-term partner with AISD and engages in a wide variety 

of efforts toward community revitalization, including investments of $12.6 million for parks and 

land conservation, $32.5 million for repair, renovation and construction for buildings and 

systems, $50.6 million for road and bridge maintenance and construction, and social service 

investments of over $15 million to improve our communities. The Sheriff’s Office, also provides 

a continuum of community engagement initiatives for groups ranging from youth to older 

adults. Initiatives include but are not limited to: Seniors and Law Enforcement Together (SALT), 

Building Bridges Brick by Brick – Neighborhood Conversations, Citizen’s Academy, Citizen’s on 

Patrol, Explorers and Make a Movie, Make a Difference. 

 HACA, an independent non-profit organization, is the oldest housing authority in the 

U.S., with an $83 million annual budget and provides housing to 19,000 residents. HACA has 



been recognized as a “High Performer” by HUD for the past thirteen years and has achieved a 

perfect score in the Section Eight Management Assessment Program that measures 

administration of the Housing Choice Voucher Program. HACA owns and operates 1,838 units of 

traditional public housing in 18 properties across the city and also manages the Housing Choice 

Voucher program (formerly known as Section 8) that provides rental vouchers for nearly 6,000 

units of housing in Austin’s private rental market, providing housing to over 19,000 individuals 

each day. In 2012, HUD awarded HACA a $300,000 Choice Neighborhoods Planning Grant to 

plan for the revitalization of HACA’s Rosewood Courts public housing property and 

improvements in the surrounding neighborhood.  

 Since 1924, United Way for Greater Austin (UWATX) has brought together a diverse 

group of nonprofits, businesses, and public and private sector stakeholders to address the 

needs of greater Austin. UWATX provides targeted neighborhood support programs in St. John, 

Dove Springs, and Manor, connects Travis County residents to resources through the 2-1-1 

Navigation Center, invests approximately $1.2 million in early education initiatives, and 

implements community impact models like the SRAP and Two-Generation (2-Gen) initiatives.  In 

2012, UWATX through the Success By 6 program led a strong coalition of early childhood 

advocates, experts, parents, and business leaders to work collaboratively to transform the early 

childhood system in Travis County and together created and published the 2012-15 SRAP. SRAP 

received endorsements from Mayor Lee Leffingwell, Judge Samuel T. Biscoe, Senator Kirk 

Watson, and Rep. Larry Gonzales. SRAP is just one example of how Austin is working 

collaboratively to design and implement community impact models. 

Section V – Part D: Data and Evaluation Capacity 



AISD’s Department of Research Evaluation (DRE) was established in 1972 to support 

program decision and strategic planning in the district. DRE staff are professional researchers 

and evaluators who are well versed in measurement and research methods, including 

psychometrics, statistics, study design, logic modeling, and survey design. Staff adhere to the 

guiding principles and standards articulated by the American Evaluation Association. Under a 

previous multi-year federal grant, AISD updated FL(REGULATION) Board policy to enable 

sharing of individual student-level data with community partners that need access to records 

for effective delivery of programs and interventions that measure student progress toward 

district outcomes. The district’s Management Information Systems office developed an 

unprecedented technology application, the Standard Aggregate Reporting system, which allows 

partners to upload their lists of AISD program participants and generate aggregate reports on 

participant outcomes as well as comparison group data matched on up to three demographic 

characteristics. Further, the AISD/City/County Joint Subcommittees (council of elected leaders 

from each entity) funded a pilot project to utilize Efforts to Outcomes integrated case 

management software for tracking of service delivery and outcomes for families served through 

non-profit partner implemented Family Resource Centers to stabilize families and support 

student success. AISD also funds the Youth Services Mapping online system (ysm-austin.org) 

which allows community stakeholders to search the locations, program/contact information, 

metrics tracked, and other useful data related to services provided throughout Central Texas. 

Section V – Part E: Resident Engagement Capacity 

 Resident engagement, resident empowerment, and resident leadership and capacity 

building are key components of the Housing Authority of the City of Austin’s (HACA) resident 



services model. HACA believes that residents must be active participants in developing the 

services that they need, which includes not only active participation on property, but also 

within the surrounding community. Each of HACA’s public housing properties has an active 

Resident Council that serves as the voice of the residents at that development. Each council has 

elected officers, though all residents are considered members. Most organize events, 

participate in property safety programs and help determine and offer senior and youth 

activities. HACA brings together the President and Vice-President of each Resident Council to 

comprise the City-Wide Advisory Board (CWAB), an independent 501(c)3 nonprofit 

organization. HACA’s City-Wide Advisory board currently oversees one of HACA’s largest self-

sufficiency grants. In January 2014, HACA developed the Rosewood Courts Resident Leadership 

Program. Designed to develop leadership capacity that can translate into improved 

opportunities for residents, this 10-month program trains selected residents to become leaders 

so they can speak on important community issues and advocate for various community needs. 

With 18 public housing properties in Austin, HACA has properties in all corners of the APZ. 

Section V – Part G: Strength and Extent of Partnership Commitment 

 The Travis County Commissioners Court, through Travis County HHSVS annually invests 

over $15 million in community-based social service programs, which align with and supplement 

its broader investments and direct services to meet the critical needs of local residents. The 

Department also makes grant-funded program investments. Public Health and Access to 

Healthcare contracts accounted for the greatest share of the TCHHSVS investment reflected in 

its Community Impact 2013 report, at 27% of the total investment, closely followed by 



Behavioral Health contracts (26%), Workforce Development (16%) and Child and Youth 

Development (14%).  

 In addition to its direct services, the City of Austin establishes contracts with 

community-based organizations for services that promote self-sufficiency across the Life 

Continuum in an amount approximately $13,815,227 per 12-month period. The contracted 

services shall target people who are residents of Austin and/or Travis County with gross income 

at or below 200% of federal poverty guidelines, with exceptions to this eligibility requirement 

for services designed specifically for homeless individuals and families and services designed 

specifically for victims of sexual and domestic violence. 

 The Goals and Activities Template includes additional information about millions of 

dollars of investments from AISD, United Way and other entities, which are aligned with APZ 

goals. The attached MOU and support letters from 13 distinct entities, including all five of 

Austin’s place-based initiatives, demonstrate great enthusiasm and commitment toward the 

APZ initiative. Perhaps most notably, AISD’s commitment to this venture is established by its 

designation of its central partnership contact in OID, Sabine Foster, to invest a large portion of 

her time and effort into project leadership and coordination of the APZ effort. In addition to her 

role in OID, Foster facilitates the Central Texas Ready By 21 Coalition consisting of over 400 

community members and individuals representing over 100 youth-serving organizations, which 

coordinates closely with CAN to improve community-wide outcomes for all of Austin’s citizens. 

 


